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Before we start…
Dear Learner - on completion of the Learner Guide, you will have acquired all the
knowledge and skills to be assessed against the following unit standard:
Title:
US No:

Propagate plants
116205

NQF Level:

1

Credits:

4

Please read the unit standard at your own time (see Learner Guide).

What is assessment all about?
Assessment takes place at different intervals of the learning process and includes
various activities. Some activities will be done before the commencement of the
program whilst others will be done during program delivery and other after
completion of the program.
The assessment experience should be user friendly, transparent and fair.
Should you feel that you have been treated unfairly, you have the right to appeal.
Please ask your facilitator about the appeals process and make your own notes.

How to use this workbook …
Your activity workbook will be handed in from time to time on request of the
facilitator for the following purposes:
 The activities that follow are designed to help you gain the skills, knowledge and
attitudes that you need in order to become competent in this learning module.
 It is important that you complete all the activities and worksheets, as directed in
the learner guide and at the time indicated by the facilitator.
 It is important that you ask questions and participate as much as possible in order
to play an active roll in reaching competence.
 When you have completed all the activities and worksheets, hand this workbook in
to the assessor who will mark it and guide you in areas where additional learning
might be required.
 You should not move on to the next step in the assessment process until this step
is completed, marked and you have received feedback from the assessor.
 Sources of information to complete these activities should be identified by your
facilitator.
 Please note that all completed activities, tasks and other items on which you
were assessed must be kept in good order as it becomes part of your Portfolio of
Evidence for final assessment.
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My Name:

..................
My Workplace:

..................

SO 1 AC 1

My ID Number:

..................

Collect five plants (stems and leaves) of each of the following groups: woody,
perennial; herbaceous; annual and biennial. Dry the samples or take photos and
paste it on a piece of paper. How do these groups differ from each other?
Indicate next to the plant sample whether it is a monocot or a dicot?

My Notes …
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................

Facilitator comments:

Assessment:
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My Name:

..................
My Workplace:

..................

SO 1 AC 1-3

My ID Number:

..................

1. Identify - Collect some plants, dry it or take photos and paste it on a sheet of
paper. Name the plant parts (exp. roots, stems, leaf and its parts, flower and its
parts).

2. Explore - Germinate some seeds between moist paper towels and observe the
root hairs on the primary root. Take a photo or make a drawing of the primary
root. Pull some weeds from the field and inspect the roots. Can you see root
hairs? Why not? Take a photo or make a drawing of the roots. Paste you pictures
in the workbook and write notes on the function of roots and root hairs.

3. Research and find out - Describe how roots grow in length?

Facilitator comments:

Assessment:
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My Name:

..................
My Workplace:

..................

SO 1 AC 1-8

My ID Number:

..................

1. Make two growing containers from 2-litre plastic cool drink bottles and fill it with
soil from the field. Now spread five maize seeds evenly over the soil surface of
one of the containers and cover with about 1–2cm of soil from the field. Place
one maize seed in the other container and cover the seed with 1–2cm of soil
from the field. Water the pots regularly. After two to three weeks of growth,
compare root and leaf development of the maize plants in the two containers.
Write down your results as to how space affected the development of these
maize plants.

2. Take 10 lettuce seedlings (summer time) or 10 tomato seedlings (winter time).
Plant five in a nice shady spot or in a tunnel and the other five in full sunshine.
Water the plant regularly. After three weeks, compare the growth and general
health of the plants at temperatures (cool shade vs warm sunshine). Write down
the differences you observe.

3. Take 10 seedlings of any crop. Place five seedlings in one container and the
other five in another container. Now place the one set of seedlings in total
darkness and the other set in full sunshine. Water both sets regularly. After a
week remove the seedlings from the dark and compare it with those grown in
full sunshine.
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4. Take 10 seedlings of any crop. Get two containers with a capacity of 5-litre and
fill it with sand. Plant five seedlings in one container and the other five in the
other container. Water regularly for a week. After a week, water the one
container every day and the other one every third day (in summer) or fifth day
(in winter). After two weeks, compare the growth and health of the two sets of
plants. Write down how water stress affected the growth and health of the
plants.

5. Make two growing containers from 2-litre plastic cool drink bottles and fill it with
soil from the field. Plant one seedling (any crop) per container and water
regularly. Cover the one seedling and container with the bottom of another cool
drink bottle, while leaving the other seedling open. After five days, compare the
health of the two seedlings. Also write down the important gasses needed by
crops for growth and development.

6. Take two seedlings of any crop. Plant them in separate containers filled with
sand. Add two tablespoons of LAN (28% N) to one of the containers and nothing
to the other. Apply the same amount over the next three weeks. After four
weeks, compare the colour of the two plants. What is the reason for the colour
difference?
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7. Go outside and look at the flower garden. Are all the different flower species
flowering at the same time? Now think of five crop species (growing in the same
season) and indicate how long does it take for each of them before they
flower/are harvest ready.

8. Take a petri dish filled with agar. Open the dish and press your fingers on the
agar as if you are making fingerprints. Now close the dish and mark your name
on it clearly with a permanent marker. Now put the dishes in a warm spot in the
classroom. After a day or two, look at the petri dishes again. What happened
where you pressed your fingertips? Now write a short paragraph on the
importance of hygiene in handling propagation material.

My Notes …
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................

Facilitator comments:

Assessment:
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My Name:

..................
My Workplace:

..................

SO 2 AC 1-4

My ID Number:

..................

1. Explore and Find out: Collect two stems each of the following: herbaceous
plants, soft wood and hard wood plants. Dry the stems or take photos and paste
on a piece of paper. Name the plant species and say if it is herbaceous, soft
wood or hard wood plant.

2. Discuss in your group: Some crops like an apple or a rose can grow from
seed or a cutting. Which of the two propagation methods would you recommend
for propagating apples? Write down what you discussed.

3. Discuss in your group: We grow vegetables like tomatoes, pumpkins and
beans from seed. Why do you think do we do this? Can these vegetables grow
from e.g. cuttings?
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4. Get at least 20 bean seeds. Divide the seed in four batches. Place one batch
between moist paper towels and place the towels on a saucer and place it
somewhere warm in the room. Take the second batch and also place it between
moist paper towels, but put it in a ziplock plastic bag and remove all the air
before closing it. Place these seeds next to the previous batch of seeds. Take the
next batch of seeds and place it between dry paper towels on a saucer and place
it next to the previous two batches. Take the last batch of seeds, place it
between moist paper towels on a saucer and place it in the refrigerator. After a
week, inspect the seeds and write down your observations. Which conditions
were the best for germinating the seeds?

5. Cut a 2-litre cold drink bottle open about 15cm from the base. Pierce 3
holes in the top of the bottle. Put the cap of the bottle on. Put soil in the bottom
part & place a seed in the soil. Water the soil. Put the top of the bottle over the
bottom part. Place your bottle in direct sunlight & see what happens… Write a
report about it.

Facilitator comments:

Assessment:
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My Name:

..................
My Workplace:

NOTE: You should be supplied with
sand, a heavy clay soil and a sand
organic material mixture.

..................
My ID Number:

..................

1. Take some large seeds like beans or maize in plant in different growing media
available. Take small seeds like tomato and carrots and plant in different media.
Write a report on the results. Did some plants grow better in one media than
another?

2. Take care of the plants (propagated in previous activity) till harvesting and write
a step-by-step report on how you managed the crop(s).

3. Go outside and take stem cuttings from a tomato plant, a rose scrub and a fig
tree. Now make illustrations (or photos) and notes of these cuttings in your book
for future reference.

4. Go outside. Make leaf and root cuttings from the material provided. Make notes
and illustrations of the procedures in your workbook.
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5. Go outside and graft the plants provided. Make notes and illustrations of the
procedure in your workbook.

6. Go outside and perform ground and air layering on the provided material. Make
notes and illustrations of the procedures in your workbook.

7. Take a few potato tubers. Store it at room temperature in a paper bag with holes
in, for four weeks or till sprouts develop. Remove the tubers from the bag and
see if you can identify the leaves and stems of the new potato plants. Make an
illustration and notes of what you observed in your workbook. If you have space
outside, plant the sprouted tubers at a depth of 5-10 cm and take care of it till
harvest.

My Notes …
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................

Facilitator comments:

Assessment:
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Comments / Remarks
Feedback to learner on assessment:

Feedback from learner to assessor:

Learner’s Signature:

Date:

Assessor’s Signature:

Date:
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Am I ready for my test?
 Check your plan carefully to make sure that you prepare in good time.
 You have to be found competent by a qualified assessor to be declared
competent.
 Inform the assessor if you have any special needs or requirements before the
agreed date for the test to be completed. You might, for example, require an
interpreter to translate the questions to your mother tongue, or you might need to
take this test orally.
 Use this worksheet to help you prepare for the test. These are examples of
possible questions that might appear in the test. All the information you need
was taught in the classroom and can be found in the learner guide that you
received.
1. I am sure of this and understand it well
2. I am unsure of this and need to ask the Facilitator or Assessor to explain what it means
1. I am
sure

Questions

1. Can you give a simple definition of what plant propagation is?
2. How would you describe the propagation environment that you
used to propagate your plant?
3. Did you experience any problems during the propagation? If
your answer is yes, then explain them in detail, with possible
reasons for the problems.
4. Can you think of any other problems that someone who normally
propagates plants has to beware of?
5. Explain what kinds of Hygiene procedures you applied during the
propagation processes.
6. Explain how you prepared the propagation material and
propagation media before you started with an experiment.
7. Say whether the propagation material that you used is sexual or
a-sexual. Explain how you knew this.
8. Explain what type of growing media you used, and why you used
it.
9. If you had to explain to a friend or fellow worker what kind of
routine duties someone who works in a propagation environment
would do, what would you say?
10. Give a step-by-step account of a grafting procedure. (Activity
3.1.5)
11. On what basis would you choose to propagate plants with seed?
12. On what basis would you choose to propagate plants asexually?
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13. What growth factors are needed for good seed germination?
14. Can you identify some crop seeds which need special treatment
to be able to germinate? Which treatments can be applied to
improve germination?
15. Can you list some of the equipment used when crops are
propagated by means of seed.
16. Can you list some of the equipment used when crops are
propagated by means of vegetative material.
17. Can you list the 10 vegetative propagation methods and give two
examples of crops in which each method can be used?

My Notes …
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
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Checklist for practical assessment …
Use the checklist below to help you prepare for the part of the practical
assessment when you are observed on the attitudes and attributes that you need
to have to be found competent for this learning module.
Answer
Yes or No

When observed …

Motivate your answer
(Give examples, reasons, etc.)

1. Can you identify problems and
deficiencies in propagating crops
correctly?
2. Are you able to work well in a team?
3. Do you work in an organised and
systematic way while performing all
tasks and tests?
4. Are you able to collect the correct and
appropriate information and / or
samples as per the instructions and
procedures that you were taught?
5. Are you able to communicate your
knowledge orally and in writing, in such
a way that you show what knowledge
you have gained?
6. Can you base your tasks and answers
on scientific knowledge that you have
learnt?
7. Are you able to show and perform the
tasks required correctly?
8. Are you able to link the knowledge,
skills and attitudes that you have learnt
in this module of learning to specific
duties in your job or in the community
where you live?

 The assessor will complete a checklist that gives details of the points that are
checked and assessed by the assessor.
 The assessor will write commentary and feedback on that checklist. They will
discuss all commentary and feedback with you.
 You will be asked to give your own feedback and to sign this document.
 It will be placed together with this completed guide in a file as part of
your Portfolio of Evidence.
 The assessor will give you feedback on the test and guide you if there are areas in
which you still need further development.
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Paperwork to be done …
Please assist the assessor by filling in this form and then sign as instructed.
Learner Information Form
Unit Standard

116205

Program Date(s)
Assessment Date(s)
Surname
First Name
Learner ID / SETA
Registration Number
Job / Role Title
Home Language
Gender:

Male:

Female:

Race:

African:

Employment:

Permanent:

Non-permanent:

Disabled

Yes:

No:

Coloured:

Indian/Asian:

Date of Birth
ID Number
Contact Telephone
Numbers
Email Address
Signature:

Postal Address
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